
Wiz and appNovi

appNovi combines your Wiz data with network and application data lakes to produce enriched cross domain 
intelligence and visualization. Normalizing the data in an easily searchable and visualized format enables enterprises 
to understand security, application, and networking domain-specific knowledge in a shared cohesive language. The 
result is attack surface identification, application-driven risk reduction, and accelerated incident response while 
minimizing or even eliminating downtime.

Visualize network and security data for attack surface mapping, business-specific 
vulnerability prioritization, and efficient non-disruptive incident response
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The Challenge
 
The network spans multiple environments and relies on many tools to secure, identify, 
and respond to threats. Specialized security controls are implemented across each 
network environment but often have limited or no shared intelligence. When coordination, 
collaboration, and communication are required to respond to a threat; siloed teams 
and disparate data sets prolong threat analysis and response times. Impeding efficient 
incident response and increasing the risk of business downtime. appNovi integrates 
Wiz’s security and asset data into appNovi’s cross domain visualization to give security 
operation teams the context they need in cloud-impacting incidents. 
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The Solution
 
The appNovi solution converges Wiz’s asset and 
vulnerability data with endpoint detection and 
response (EDR), NetFlow, and other telemetry 
sources to provide complete context into 
incidents and exposure. appNovi’s application 
awareness empowers business-driven risk 
management based on vulnerability impact to 
services and applications. When the full attack 
surface is understood, security teams can better 
prioritize risks, incident response teams reduce 
MTTR and MTTC, and network changes made 
in response have the assurance to be non-
disruptive to critical services.

appNovi provides security operation centers 
with complete visualization of their network and 
threats to enable automated identification of 
security control gaps and automatically trigger 
orchestration solutions for remediation.
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About Wiz
 
Wiz is a fast-growing cloud security innovator that helps companies 
secure their cloud infrastructure at scale. Founded by the same team 
that founded Adallom and led Microsoft’s Cloud Security Group, Wiz 
provides security teams with the simplicity, visibility and risk insights 
they need to stay one step ahead of their business.

About appNovi
 
appNovi is a cyber security mesh architecure platform that leverages 
existing security solutions for effective attack surface mapping, 
vulnerability prioritization, and incident response.

Joint Benefits
appNovi integrates Wiz with your other cloud and 
on-premise network and security solutions to 
accelerate incident response and provide complete 
mapping of your attack surface. 

Integrating Wiz infrastructure and security event 
data into appNovi enables security operations 
teams to: 
• Identify assets without security controls in place
• Map the attack surface
• Understand vulnerable assets with contextual 

exposure for exploitation
• Prioritize risk based on business impact
• Eliminate manual analysis for incident response
• Visualize risk and security events
• Enable cross domain intelligence across the 

enterprise


